
Title: Earrings in liquid enamel and foils

Description:
In this workshop, you will learn how to use liquid enamels to paint over metal like you
are using gouache to paint on paper. While there are many painterly techniques, we
will use liquid enamel in a bold and striking manner to create graphic illustrations. We
will also integrate silver or gold foil to add a sparkle to your enamel piece. With these
techniques, we will focus on creating a pair of earrings and how to prepare your project
with soldering or plan how to integrate rivets.

OUTLINE
First Day demos:

❖ Preparing metal:
with copper �how to solder

with pre-enameled steel � how to cut, drill and file
❖ Laying down enamel base coats
❖ Preparing surface for painting with liquids
❖ How to prepare liquid enamels and mix your own colors
❖ How to paint using paintbrushes and dry point tool
❖ How to work layer by layer with the different colors

Second day:

❖ How to do a fine finishing and touch up on the liquid designs
❖ How to cut foil, apply it to the enamel surface and fire it

How to cover it with transparent enamel for protection
❖ Outlining the design by using fine line black
❖ How to finish the earring post if soldered
❖ How to create decorative rivets and integrate an earring post on an enamelled

piece

COURSE OUTCOME

- Learn how to cut pre-enameled steel
- Learn how to integrate fine soldering before enamelling
- Learn how to prepare your copper piece before enamelling
- Learn to prepare a base coat before applying liquid enamels
- Learn how to mix and prepare liquid enamel
- How to create your own colors
- How to apply liquid enamel with paintbrush and dry point tools
- How and when to apply the different parts of your design
- How to proceed with finishing



- How to integrate silver or gold foil
- How to outline with fine line black
- How to clean up and finish earring posts that have been soldered prior to

enamelling
- How to create rivets and rivet a creative earring post
- Tips and tricks and troubleshooting with the liquid enamel and the foils.

At the end of the workshop students should have all the tools and technique to be able
to create jewelry, in this class earrings, using liquid enamels and integrating foils.
Very similar approach can be used for creating components that will be integrated
necklaces or rings.

Biography:

Aurélie Guillaume is a French-Canadian enamellist currently living and working in
Montréal. Her works have been exhibited across North America, Europe and Asia.
Known for her bright and whimsical enameled pieces, Aurélie Guillaume works across a
variety of enamel techniques. In 2017, she had her first solo show in the United States
at the late Reinstein & Ross Gallery in NYC, the following year she was one of the five
finalists for the Art Jewelry Forum Artist Award.


